
 
 

 

 
 
 
Ms. Debra Shore 
Regional Administrator 
U.S. EPA Region V 
77 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago, IL 60604 
 
Re: Demonstration under Section 110(l) of the Clean Air Act for Rule 3745-18-82(F) of the 
Ohio Administrative Code. 
 
Dear Ms. Shore: 
 
On December 28, 1979, Ohio EPA promulgated rules in Ohio Administrative Code (OAC) Chapter 
3745-18 for the control of sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions from fuel burning equipment. Included 
in this rulemaking were regulations for SO2 emissions from Greif Packaging, LLC (OEPA premise 
number 1576000431) in paragraph (F) of OAC rule 3745-18-82. This letter is intended to 
demonstrate that removing the requirements of OAC 3745-18-82(F) of Ohio’s SIP would not 
cause a violation of Section 110(l) of the Clean Air Act. 
 
Greif Packaging, LLC (Greif) operates a paperboard mill at 9420 Warmington Rd. SW in 
Massillon, Ohio. In 1979, when OAC rule 3745-18-82 was originally promulgated, Greif operated 
six boilers at their facility, emission units (EU) B001 to B006. Boilers B001 to B004 operated solely 
on natural gas, while B005 and B006 operated on natural gas with the capability to burn #2 or #6 
fuel oil as a backup. Because boilers B005 and B006 had the ability to also burn fuel oil, Ohio 
EPA established facility specific regulations in OAC rule 3745-18-82(F). Ohio EPA did not develop 
emission limits for any other EUs at the facility because they burned solely natural gas and were 
therefore exempt from the requirements of OAC rule 3745-18-82. 
 
As originally promulgated in 1979, Ohio EPA only established emission limits for boilers B005 and 
B006. The original language as adopted December 28, 1979, read: 
 

“(F) The "Greif Board Corporation" (OEPA premise number 1576000431) or any subsequent 
owner or operator of the "Greif Board Corporation" facility located at 9420 Warmington, 
Southwest, Massillon, Ohio shall not cause or permit the emission of sulfur dioxide from 
boilers numbers 1 and 2 (OEPA source numbers B005 and B006) to exceed 1.8 pounds 
of sulfur dioxide per MM Btu actual heat input from each boiler and shall operate said 
boilers such that their combined average operating rate shall not exceed 53 MM Btu per 
hour for any calendar day.” 

 
USEPA did not agree with Ohio’s established emission limits in OAC rule 3745-18-82(F) and 
established a federal implementation plan (FIP). The FIP included an alternate SO2 emission 
limits for fuel burning equipment at Greif (40 CFR 52.1881(a)(27)(v)). 
 
On January 23, 2006, Ohio EPA made amendments to our rules in OAC Chapter 3745-18 to 
address the FIP and bring Ohio’s rules in line with the FIP. OAC rule 3745-18-82(F) was amended 
to reflect the FIP language as follows: 
 



 
 

 

“(F) The "Greif Board Brothers Corporation" (OEPA premise number 1576000431) or 
any subsequent owner or operator of the "Greif Board Brothers Corporation" facility 
located at 9420 Warmington, Southwest, Massillon, Ohio shall not cause or permit 
the emission of sulfur dioxide from boilers numbers 1 and 2 (OEPA source 
numbers B005 and B006) to exceed 1.8 pounds of sulfur dioxide per MM Btu actual 
heat input from each boiler and shall operate said boilers such that their combined 
average operating rate shall not exceed 53 MM Btu per hour for any calendar day. 
any stack at this facility in excess of 0.50 pound of sulfur dioxide per MM Btu actual 
heat input.” 

 
Subsequently, boilers B005 and B006 were permanently shut down as of January 30, 2009, and 
August 4, 2009, respectively. There are no longer any boilers at this facility that can burn fuel oil 
or are equipped to burn any fuel other than natural gas. The burning of natural gas in fuel burning 
equipment is exempt from the requirements of OAC rule 3745-18-82 under OAC rule 3745-18-
06(A). Therefore, as of 2009, there are no longer any boilers, and thereby any EUs at the facility 
subject to OAC rule 3745-18-82(F), and any new source (boiler) would have to undergo new 
permitting to show compliance with the more stringent 2010 1-hour SO2 national ambient air 
quality standard. 
 
On July 12, 2017, Greif began operation of a natural gas flare (P004) as a control device for 
emissions from an industrial wastewater pre-treatment anaerobic digester system. This unit emits 
sulfur dioxide but is not fuel burning equipment and would not be subject to the requirements in 
OAC 3745-18-82(F).   Rather, P004 is subject to the SO2 requirements for process equipment in 
OAC rule 3745-18-82(A)(3). The existence of the language for fuel burning equipment in OAC 
3745-18-82(F) is causing confusion concerning the rule under which P004 should be regulated. 
 
Ohio EPA plans to remove the emission limits for Greif Packaging LLC. contained in paragraph 
(F) from OAC rule 3745-18-82 due to an absence of permitted sources and to prevent confusion 
over the regulation of non-fuel burning process equipment at the facility. 
 
Application to Section 110(l) of the Clean Air Act 
 
As originally adopted in 1979, OAC rule 3745-18-82(F) was intended to address SO2 emissions 
from two boilers (B005 and B006) at Greif in Massillon, Ohio. After reviewing Ohio’s rule, USEPA 
established a FIP for fuel burning equipment at Greif in 40 CFR 52.1881(a)(27)(v). Ohio adopted 
the FIP for Greif in 2006 and as of 2009, with the permanent shut down of B005 and B006, no 
fuel-burning equipment remained at the facility capable of burning fuel other than natural gas. 
Additionally, no new fuel burning equipment could be installed at this facility without obtaining new 
permitting under the more stringent 2010 1-hour SO2 standard. 
 
In 2017, Greif began operation of process equipment with SO2 emissions. This equipment is not 
fuel-burning equipment and is required to comply with the requirements for process equipment in 
OAC rule 3745-18-82(A)(3). The existence of the language for fuel burning equipment in OAC 
rule 3745-18-82(F) is a cause of confusion. 
 
For these reasons, Ohio EPA believes that removing the Greif facility’s SO2 emission limits in 
OAC 3745-18-82(F) is appropriate and will not violate Section 110(l) of the Clean Air Act. 
 



 
 

 

We would appreciate U.S. EPA’s expedited review of this material. Please contact Jennifer Van 
Vlerah (614-644-3696) if you have any questions about this submittal. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Robert F. Hodanbosi, P.E. 
Chief, Division of Air Pollution Control 
 
cc: Jennifer Van Vlerah, DAPC Ohio EPA 
 Sarah Arrah, USEPA 
 Mary Portanova, USEPA 


